
There used to be a time when you were able to spot infrastructural issues only when you bumped into them 

or by word-of-mouth communication with friends.

A lot can be improved regarding this issue, so we suggest implementing a "Social Responsibility Portal" that 

would raise awareness and keep citizens informed of the current infrastructural problems in their city or 

area. 

 

TThe portal would provide any visitor with a way of browsing easily through the current issues in their com-

munity. 

If the visitors want to report issues that they themselves bumped into, the portal provides user registration 

and authentication mechanisms. Because some users might want a quick registration, they would expect 

the portal to provide social media registration (Facebook, Google, Twitter).

When registering, the user should submit their full name, e-mail, location (geographical coordinates), a 

radius of interest, age, gender and optionally, a profile picture. 

After the registration is completed, one of the admins can review their details and approve or reject their 

registration request. Regardless of the result of the review, the user is informed via e-mail about the deci-

sion.

After the approved user logs in with their e-mail and password, they can modify their profile details anytime. 

Because the email is their username, the email should not be changeable.

The user should be able to do the following:

    - View current issues on the map within their region of interest

    - Confirm or deny the existence of an issue (thumbs up and down system)

  - Provide relevant feedback regarding an issue via comments

  - Report a new issue

 

The comments feed will be updated continuously as comments are added. Each user should be able to edit 

or delete their own comments. 

An issue has a title, a short description, (a) relevant picture(s) and a physical location.

TThanks to the upvote and downvote system, any issue that has twice as much downvotes as upvotes will be 

archived automatically. 

In order to avoid scams, the author cannot vote on their signalled issues and each person can vote only 

once per issue.

After an issue is archived, the author, admins and commentators will receive an e-mail to inform them of the 

final status.

Besides user management, an admin can do the following:

   - Have an overview of the active and the archived issues

  - Delete inappropriate comments

  - Archive issues whenever they consider 

  - Make other users admins

  

As the portal gains traction, the volume of data will grow, therefore the admins should be able to filter the 

users and the issues, based on certain criteria.

AAdmins should also monitor the statistics at all time, especially the “city health index” (Solved issues vs ar-

chived issues), “solved issues per month”, as well as users reports by gender and age, in order to see which 

group of persons has the biggest social responsibility index. 

Social Responsibility Portal



Due to the large size of the platform, the developers should focus on the main features, such as: 

  - Registration and login

  - User management

  - Visitor browsing: see issues on the map, draw the area of interest (geofence) for logged in users

  - Create and manage issues

  - Upvote and downvote issues

   - Automatic issue archiving mechanism

  - Comments feed live update

  - Statistics (at least the "city health index")

  

Optional features can include: 

  - Social media login

  - Sending e-mails

   - Enable other users to act as admins

  - Update profile

  - Moderate comments

  - Filter issues by user’s geofence

Key elements for graphic design:

    - Proper use of colours

    - Information architecture (Proper information placement in accordance to its relevance)

        - Adequate use of graphical elements and concordance with the target audience

    - Visual and aesthetic balance and symmetry

    - Good user experience (The information must be easily accessible, clear, concise and provide the best    

    way possible for the user to interact with the system)

Key elements to consider when developing the project:

  - Project architecture

  - Usage of OOP principles

   - Code structure and extensibility

  - Database management

  - Use of CDN/storage for pictures

  - Scalability

  - Authorisation and authentication

 

PS: We highly value creative people. 


